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• What are the problems with reproducibility? 
• p-hacking 
• HARKing 
• low power 

• Guest lecture: Rob Tibshirani



The classical view of how science should work

• You start with a hypothesis 
• Branding with popular characters should cause children to 

choose “healthy” food more often 
• You do an experiment 

• You offer children the choice between a cookie and an apple 
with either an Elmo-branded sticker or a control sticker 

• You do statistics to test the null hypothesis 
• “The preplanned comparison shows Elmo-branded apples 

were associated with an increase in a child’s selection of an 
apple over a cookie, from 20.7% to 33.8% (𝜒2=5.158; P=.
02)“ (Wansink, Just, & Payne, 2012, JAMA Pediatrics)



How science actually works (sometimes)

http://speakerbookingagency.com/talent/brian-wansink/



How science actually works (sometimes)

https://www.buzzfeed.com/stephaniemlee/brian-wansink-cornell-p-hacking?utm_term=.gtAVwLX2GM#.fep9L6pw78

…back in September 2008, when Payne was looking over the data soon after it 
had been collected, he found no strong apples-and-Elmo link — at least not yet. 
“I have attached some initial results of the kid study to this message for your 
report,” Payne wrote to his collaborators. “Do not despair. It looks like stickers on 
fruit may work (with a bit more wizardry).” 
Wansink also acknowledged the paper was weak as he was preparing to submit it 
to journals. The p-value was 0.06, just shy of the gold standard cutoff of 0.05. It 
was a “sticking point,” as he put it in a Jan. 7, 2012, email. 
“It seems to me it should be lower,” he wrote, attaching a draft. “Do you want to 
take a look at it and see what you think? If you can get the data, and it needs some 
tweeking, it would be good to get that one value below .05.” 
Later in 2012, the study appeared in the prestigious JAMA Pediatrics, the 0.06 p-
value intact. But in September 2017, it was retracted and replaced with a version 
that listed a p-value of 0.02. And a month later, it was retracted yet again for an 
entirely different reason: Wansink admitted that the experiment had not been 
done on 8- to 11-year-olds, as he’d originally claimed, but on preschoolers.

http://www.meta-systems.eu/nickbrown/duplication/Elmo/Wansink%20et%20al.%20-%202012%20-%20Original%20JAMA%20Pediatrics%20article.pdf
https://jamanetwork.com/journals/jamapediatrics/fullarticle/2654849
https://jamanetwork.com/journals/jamapediatrics/fullarticle/2659568
https://www.buzzfeed.com/stephaniemlee/who-really-ate-the-apples-though?utm_term=.xjme9545M#.cmebR9d9o
https://www.buzzfeed.com/stephaniemlee/who-really-ate-the-apples-though?utm_term=.xjme9545M#.cmebR9d9o


Science in crisis (?)

IN THE WAKE OF HIGH-PROFILE CONTROVERSIES, PSYCHOLOGISTS 
ARE FACING UP TO PROBLEMS WITH REPLICATION.

F or many psychologists, the clearest sign that their 
field was in trouble came, ironically, from a study 
about premonition. Daryl Bem, a social psycholo-

gist at Cornell University in Ithaca, New York, showed 
student volunteers 48  words and then abruptly asked 
them to write down as many as they could remember. 
Next came a practice session: students were given a 
random subset of the test words and were asked to type 
them out. Bem found that some students were more 
likely to remember words in the test if they had later 
practised them. Effect preceded cause. 

Bem published his findings in the Journal of Personal-
ity and Social Psychology (JPSP) along with eight other 
experiments1  providing evidence for what he refers to 
as “psi”, or psychic effects. There is, needless to say, no 
shortage of scientists sceptical about his claims. Three 

research teams independently tried to replicate the effect 
Bem had reported and, when they could not, they faced 
serious obstacles to publishing their results. The episode 
served as a wake-up call. “The realization that some pro-
portion of the findings in the literature simply might not 
replicate was brought home by the fact that there are 
more and more of these counterintuitive findings in the 
literature,” says Eric-Jan Wagenmakers, a mathematical 
psychologist from the University of Amsterdam. 

Positive results in psychology can behave like rumours: 
easy to release but hard to dispel. They dominate most 
journals, which strive to present new, exciting research. 
Meanwhile, attempts to replicate those studies, espe-
cially when the findings are negative, go unpublished, 
languishing in personal file drawers or circulating in 
conversations around the water cooler. “There are some 
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We conducted replications of 100 experimental and correlational studies 
published in three psychology journals using high-powered designs and 
original materials when available. 
Replication effects were half the magnitude of original effects, 
representing a substantial decline. Ninety-seven percent of original 
studies had statistically significant results. Thirty-six percent of 
replications had statistically significant results 



RESEARCH ARTICLE SUMMARY
◥

PSYCHOLOGY

Estimating the reproducibility of
psychological science
Open Science Collaboration*

INTRODUCTION: Reproducibility is a defin-
ing feature of science, but the extent to which
it characterizes current research is unknown.
Scientific claims should not gain credence
because of the status or authority of their
originator but by the replicability of their
supporting evidence. Even research of exem-
plary quality may have irreproducible empir-
ical findings because of random or systematic
error.

RATIONALE: There is concern about the rate
and predictors of reproducibility, but limited
evidence. Potentially problematic practices in-
clude selective reporting, selective analysis, and
insufficient specification of the conditions nec-
essary or sufficient to obtain the results. Direct
replication is the attempt to recreate the con-
ditions believed sufficient for obtaining a pre-

viously observed finding and is the means of
establishing reproducibility of a finding with
new data. We conducted a large-scale, collab-
orative effort to obtain an initial estimate of
the reproducibility of psychological science.

RESULTS:We conducted replications of 100
experimental and correlational studies pub-
lished in three psychology journals using high-
powered designs and original materials when
available. There is no single standard for eval-
uating replication success. Here, we evaluated
reproducibility using significance and P values,
effect sizes, subjective assessments of replica-
tion teams, and meta-analysis of effect sizes.
The mean effect size (r) of the replication ef-
fects (Mr = 0.197, SD = 0.257) was half the mag-
nitude of the mean effect size of the original
effects (Mr = 0.403, SD = 0.188), representing a

substantial decline.Ninety-sevenpercent of orig-
inal studies had significant results (P < .05).
Thirty-six percent of replications had signifi-

cant results; 47% of origi-
nal effect sizes were in the
95% confidence interval
of the replication effect
size; 39% of effects were
subjectively rated to have
replicated the original re-

sult; and if no bias in original results is as-
sumed, combining original and replication
results left 68% with statistically significant
effects. Correlational tests suggest that repli-
cation success was better predicted by the
strength of original evidence than by charac-
teristics of the original and replication teams.

CONCLUSION:No single indicator sufficient-
ly describes replication success, and the five
indicators examined here are not the only
ways to evaluate reproducibility. Nonetheless,
collectively these results offer a clear conclu-
sion: A large portion of replications produced
weaker evidence for the original findings de-
spite using materials provided by the original
authors, review in advance for methodologi-
cal fidelity, and high statistical power to detect
the original effect sizes. Moreover, correlational
evidence is consistent with the conclusion that
variation in the strength of initial evidence
(such as original P value) was more predictive
of replication success than variation in the
characteristics of the teams conducting the
research (such as experience and expertise).
The latter factors certainly can influence rep-
lication success, but they did not appear to do
so here.
Reproducibility is not well understood be-

cause the incentives for individual scientists
prioritize novelty over replication. Innova-
tion is the engine of discovery and is vital for
a productive, effective scientific enterprise.
However, innovative ideas become old news
fast. Journal reviewers and editors may dis-
miss a new test of a published idea as un-
original. The claim that “we already know this”
belies the uncertainty of scientific evidence.
Innovation points out paths that are possible;
replication points out paths that are likely;
progress relies on both. Replication can in-
crease certainty when findings are reproduced
and promote innovation when they are not.
This project provides accumulating evidence
for many findings in psychological research
and suggests that there is still more work to
do to verify whether we know what we think
we know.▪

RESEARCH

SCIENCE sciencemag.org 28 AUGUST 2015 • VOL 349 ISSUE 6251 943

The list of author affiliations is available in the full article online.
*Corresponding author. E-mail: nosek@virginia.edu
Cite this article as Open Science Collaboration, Science 349,
aac4716 (2015). DOI: 10.1126/science.aac4716

Original study effect size versus replication effect size (correlation coefficients). Diagonal
line represents replication effect size equal to original effect size. Dotted line represents replication
effect size of 0. Points below the dotted line were effects in the opposite direction of the original.
Density plots are separated by significant (blue) and nonsignificant (red) effects.

ON OUR WEB SITE
◥

Read the full article
at http://dx.doi.
org/10.1126/
science.aac4716
..................................................
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Cognitive biases in statistical/scientific reasoning

• “The first principle is that you must not fool yourself 
and you are the easiest person to fool”                                           
- R. Feynman 

• We pay more attention to information that confirms 
our hypotheses or biases versus those that 
disconfirm them 
• We are more likely to overlook errors that confirm 

our pre-existing ideas 
• We fail to consider alternative hypotheses that 

could explain the data



Is NHST causing an epidemic of false results?



PLoS Medicine  |  www.plosmedicine.org 0696

Essay

Open access, freely available online

August 2005  |  Volume 2  |  Issue 8  |  e124

Published research fi ndings are 
sometimes refuted by subsequent 
evidence, with ensuing confusion 

and disappointment. Refutation and 
controversy is seen across the range of 
research designs, from clinical trials 
and traditional epidemiological studies 
[1–3] to the most modern molecular 
research [4,5]. There is increasing 
concern that in modern research, false 
fi ndings may be the majority or even 
the vast majority of published research 
claims [6–8]. However, this should 
not be surprising. It can be proven 
that most claimed research fi ndings 
are false. Here I will examine the key 

factors that infl uence this problem and 
some corollaries thereof. 

Modeling the Framework for False 
Positive Findings 
Several methodologists have 
pointed out [9–11] that the high 
rate of nonreplication (lack of 
confi rmation) of research discoveries 
is a consequence of the convenient, 
yet ill-founded strategy of claiming 
conclusive research fi ndings solely on 
the basis of a single study assessed by 
formal statistical signifi cance, typically 
for a p-value less than 0.05. Research 
is not most appropriately represented 
and summarized by p-values, but, 
unfortunately, there is a widespread 
notion that medical research articles 

should be interpreted based only on 
p-values. Research fi ndings are defi ned 
here as any relationship reaching 
formal statistical signifi cance, e.g., 
effective interventions, informative 
predictors, risk factors, or associations. 
“Negative” research is also very useful. 
“Negative” is actually a misnomer, and 
the misinterpretation is widespread. 
However, here we will target 
relationships that investigators claim 
exist, rather than null fi ndings. 

As has been shown previously, the 
probability that a research fi nding 
is indeed true depends on the prior 
probability of it being true (before 
doing the study), the statistical power 
of the study, and the level of statistical 
signifi cance [10,11]. Consider a 2 × 2 
table in which research fi ndings are 
compared against the gold standard 
of true relationships in a scientifi c 
fi eld. In a research fi eld both true and 
false hypotheses can be made about 
the presence of relationships. Let R 
be the ratio of the number of “true 
relationships” to “no relationships” 
among those tested in the fi eld. R 

is characteristic of the fi eld and can 
vary a lot depending on whether the 
fi eld targets highly likely relationships 
or searches for only one or a few 
true relationships among thousands 
and millions of hypotheses that may 
be postulated. Let us also consider, 
for computational simplicity, 
circumscribed fi elds where either there 
is only one true relationship (among 
many that can be hypothesized) or 
the power is similar to fi nd any of the 
several existing true relationships. The 
pre-study probability of a relationship 
being true is R⁄(R + 1). The probability 
of a study fi nding a true relationship 
refl ects the power 1 − β (one minus 
the Type II error rate). The probability 
of claiming a relationship when none 
truly exists refl ects the Type I error 
rate, α. Assuming that c relationships 
are being probed in the fi eld, the 
expected values of the 2 × 2 table are 
given in Table 1. After a research 
fi nding has been claimed based on 
achieving formal statistical signifi cance, 
the post-study probability that it is true 
is the positive predictive value, PPV. 
The PPV is also the complementary 
probability of what Wacholder et al. 
have called the false positive report 
probability [10]. According to the 2 
× 2 table, one gets PPV = (1 − β)R⁄(R 
− βR + α). A research fi nding is thus 

The Essay section contains opinion pieces on topics 
of broad interest to a general medical audience. 
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Summary
There is increasing concern that most 

current published research fi ndings are 
false. The probability that a research claim 
is true may depend on study power and 
bias, the number of other studies on the 
same question, and, importantly, the ratio 
of true to no relationships among the 
relationships probed in each scientifi c 
fi eld. In this framework, a research fi nding 
is less likely to be true when the studies 
conducted in a fi eld are smaller; when 
effect sizes are smaller; when there is a 
greater number and lesser preselection 
of tested relationships; where there is 
greater fl exibility in designs, defi nitions, 
outcomes, and analytical modes; when 
there is greater fi nancial and other 
interest and prejudice; and when more 
teams are involved in a scientifi c fi eld 
in chase of statistical signifi cance. 
Simulations show that for most study 
designs and settings, it is more likely for 
a research claim to be false than true. 
Moreover, for many current scientifi c 
fi elds, claimed research fi ndings may 
often be simply accurate measures of the 
prevailing bias. In this essay, I discuss the 
implications of these problems for the 
conduct and interpretation of research.

It can be proven that 
most claimed research 

fi ndings are false.
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the power is similar to fi nd any of the 
several existing true relationships. The 
pre-study probability of a relationship 
being true is R⁄(R + 1). The probability 
of a study fi nding a true relationship 
refl ects the power 1 − β (one minus 
the Type II error rate). The probability 
of claiming a relationship when none 
truly exists refl ects the Type I error 
rate, α. Assuming that c relationships 
are being probed in the fi eld, the 
expected values of the 2 × 2 table are 
given in Table 1. After a research 
fi nding has been claimed based on 
achieving formal statistical signifi cance, 
the post-study probability that it is true 
is the positive predictive value, PPV. 
The PPV is also the complementary 
probability of what Wacholder et al. 
have called the false positive report 
probability [10]. According to the 2 
× 2 table, one gets PPV = (1 − β)R⁄(R 
− βR + α). A research fi nding is thus 
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Summary
There is increasing concern that most 

current published research fi ndings are 
false. The probability that a research claim 
is true may depend on study power and 
bias, the number of other studies on the 
same question, and, importantly, the ratio 
of true to no relationships among the 
relationships probed in each scientifi c 
fi eld. In this framework, a research fi nding 
is less likely to be true when the studies 
conducted in a fi eld are smaller; when 
effect sizes are smaller; when there is a 
greater number and lesser preselection 
of tested relationships; where there is 
greater fl exibility in designs, defi nitions, 
outcomes, and analytical modes; when 
there is greater fi nancial and other 
interest and prejudice; and when more 
teams are involved in a scientifi c fi eld 
in chase of statistical signifi cance. 
Simulations show that for most study 
designs and settings, it is more likely for 
a research claim to be false than true. 
Moreover, for many current scientifi c 
fi elds, claimed research fi ndings may 
often be simply accurate measures of the 
prevailing bias. In this essay, I discuss the 
implications of these problems for the 
conduct and interpretation of research.

It can be proven that 
most claimed research 

fi ndings are false.

John Ioannidis

“There is increasing concern that most current 
published research findings are false. The probability 
that a research claim is true may depend on study 
power and bias, the number of other studies on the 
same question, and, importantly, the ratio of true to 
no relationships among the relationships probed in 
each scientific field. … Simulations show that for 
most study designs and settings, it is more likely for 
a research claim to be false than true. Moreover, for 
many current scientific fields, claimed research 
findings may often be simply accurate measures of 
the prevailing bias. “ 



How likely is a true result?

• Positive predictive value (PPV)

PPV =
number of true positives

number of true positives+ number of false positives
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PPV =
pTrue ⇤ (1� �)

pTrue ⇤ (1� �) + (1� pTrue) ⇤ ↵
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↵ = false positive rate
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� = false negative rate = 1� power
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pTrue = prevalence of true relations amongst those tested



PPV =
pTrue ⇤ (1� �)

pTrue ⇤ (1� �) + (1� pTrue) ⇤ ↵
<latexit sha1_base64="EnSgmG/84jIS3MCmxvSeNSlVBNQ=">AAACKXicbZDJSgNBEIZ73I1b1KOXxiC4YJgRQT0ILhePEYwJZEKo6dQkTXoWunuEMMzzePFVvOTgdvVF7Exy0MQfGn6+qqK6fi8WXGnb/rRmZufmFxaXlgsrq2vrG8XNrUcVJZJhlUUiknUPFAoeYlVzLbAeS4TAE1jzerfDeu0JpeJR+KD7MTYD6ITc5wy0Qa3idaXySC+p60tgafwgEzzcd45dDzUcZJOAHlHjc3hw6IKIu0CzVrFkl+1cdNo4Y1MiY1VaxYHbjlgSYKiZAKUajh3rZgpScyYwK7iJwhhYDzrYMDaEAFUzzU/N6J4hbepH0rxQ05z+nkghUKofeKYzAN1Vk7Uh/K/WSLR/3kx5GCcaQzZa5CeC6ogOc6NtLpFp0TcGmOTmr5R1waSmTboFE4IzefK0qZ6UL8rO/Wnp6macxhLZIbtknzjkjFyRO1IhVcLIM3klb+TderEG1of1NWqdscYz2+SPrO8ftbGj/A==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="EnSgmG/84jIS3MCmxvSeNSlVBNQ=">AAACKXicbZDJSgNBEIZ73I1b1KOXxiC4YJgRQT0ILhePEYwJZEKo6dQkTXoWunuEMMzzePFVvOTgdvVF7Exy0MQfGn6+qqK6fi8WXGnb/rRmZufmFxaXlgsrq2vrG8XNrUcVJZJhlUUiknUPFAoeYlVzLbAeS4TAE1jzerfDeu0JpeJR+KD7MTYD6ITc5wy0Qa3idaXySC+p60tgafwgEzzcd45dDzUcZJOAHlHjc3hw6IKIu0CzVrFkl+1cdNo4Y1MiY1VaxYHbjlgSYKiZAKUajh3rZgpScyYwK7iJwhhYDzrYMDaEAFUzzU/N6J4hbepH0rxQ05z+nkghUKofeKYzAN1Vk7Uh/K/WSLR/3kx5GCcaQzZa5CeC6ogOc6NtLpFp0TcGmOTmr5R1waSmTboFE4IzefK0qZ6UL8rO/Wnp6macxhLZIbtknzjkjFyRO1IhVcLIM3klb+TderEG1of1NWqdscYz2+SPrO8ftbGj/A==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="EnSgmG/84jIS3MCmxvSeNSlVBNQ=">AAACKXicbZDJSgNBEIZ73I1b1KOXxiC4YJgRQT0ILhePEYwJZEKo6dQkTXoWunuEMMzzePFVvOTgdvVF7Exy0MQfGn6+qqK6fi8WXGnb/rRmZufmFxaXlgsrq2vrG8XNrUcVJZJhlUUiknUPFAoeYlVzLbAeS4TAE1jzerfDeu0JpeJR+KD7MTYD6ITc5wy0Qa3idaXySC+p60tgafwgEzzcd45dDzUcZJOAHlHjc3hw6IKIu0CzVrFkl+1cdNo4Y1MiY1VaxYHbjlgSYKiZAKUajh3rZgpScyYwK7iJwhhYDzrYMDaEAFUzzU/N6J4hbepH0rxQ05z+nkghUKofeKYzAN1Vk7Uh/K/WSLR/3kx5GCcaQzZa5CeC6ogOc6NtLpFp0TcGmOTmr5R1waSmTboFE4IzefK0qZ6UL8rO/Wnp6macxhLZIbtknzjkjFyRO1IhVcLIM3klb+TderEG1of1NWqdscYz2+SPrO8ftbGj/A==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="EnSgmG/84jIS3MCmxvSeNSlVBNQ=">AAACKXicbZDJSgNBEIZ73I1b1KOXxiC4YJgRQT0ILhePEYwJZEKo6dQkTXoWunuEMMzzePFVvOTgdvVF7Exy0MQfGn6+qqK6fi8WXGnb/rRmZufmFxaXlgsrq2vrG8XNrUcVJZJhlUUiknUPFAoeYlVzLbAeS4TAE1jzerfDeu0JpeJR+KD7MTYD6ITc5wy0Qa3idaXySC+p60tgafwgEzzcd45dDzUcZJOAHlHjc3hw6IKIu0CzVrFkl+1cdNo4Y1MiY1VaxYHbjlgSYKiZAKUajh3rZgpScyYwK7iJwhhYDzrYMDaEAFUzzU/N6J4hbepH0rxQ05z+nkghUKofeKYzAN1Vk7Uh/K/WSLR/3kx5GCcaQzZa5CeC6ogOc6NtLpFp0TcGmOTmr5R1waSmTboFE4IzefK0qZ6UL8rO/Wnp6macxhLZIbtknzjkjFyRO1IhVcLIM3klb+TderEG1of1NWqdscYz2+SPrO8ftbGj/A==</latexit>

Take a field where most of the hypotheses being tested 
are true (pTrue=0.8), and where the study is well 
powered (𝛃=0.2) with the standard alpha of 0.05

PPV =
0.8 ⇤ (1� 0.2)

0.8 ⇤ (1� 0.2) + (1� 0.8) ⇤ 0.05 = 0.98
<latexit sha1_base64="zw6iCdiNEsuh25Gvt8zJJ86GSBQ=">AAACI3icbVBdSwJBFJ21L7Mvq8dehiRQo2VXipQIpF56NGhV0EVmx1kdnP1gZjaQZX9ML/2VXnoo6aWH/kuj7oNpFwbOPece7tzjhIwKaRjfWmZtfWNzK7ud29nd2z/IHx41RRBxTCwcsIC3HSQIoz6xJJWMtENOkOcw0nJG91O99Uy4oIH/JMchsT008KlLMZKK6uVvGo0mvIVdlyMcG3q1XDQvDL1SShYbeA5nqFoqG7pxlSiDodeqvXxBtbOCq8BMQQGk1ejlJ91+gCOP+BIzJETHNEJpx4hLihlJct1IkBDhERqQjoI+8oiw49mRCTxTTB+6AVfPl3DGLjpi5Akx9hw16SE5FMvalPxP60TSrdox9cNIEh/PF7kRgzKA08Rgn3KCJRsrgDCn6q8QD5HKS6pccyoEc/nkVWBV9JpuPl4W6ndpGllwAk5BEZjgGtTBA2gAC2DwAt7AB/jUXrV3baJ9zUczWuo5Bn9K+/kFM7WcDw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="zw6iCdiNEsuh25Gvt8zJJ86GSBQ=">AAACI3icbVBdSwJBFJ21L7Mvq8dehiRQo2VXipQIpF56NGhV0EVmx1kdnP1gZjaQZX9ML/2VXnoo6aWH/kuj7oNpFwbOPece7tzjhIwKaRjfWmZtfWNzK7ud29nd2z/IHx41RRBxTCwcsIC3HSQIoz6xJJWMtENOkOcw0nJG91O99Uy4oIH/JMchsT008KlLMZKK6uVvGo0mvIVdlyMcG3q1XDQvDL1SShYbeA5nqFoqG7pxlSiDodeqvXxBtbOCq8BMQQGk1ejlJ91+gCOP+BIzJETHNEJpx4hLihlJct1IkBDhERqQjoI+8oiw49mRCTxTTB+6AVfPl3DGLjpi5Akx9hw16SE5FMvalPxP60TSrdox9cNIEh/PF7kRgzKA08Rgn3KCJRsrgDCn6q8QD5HKS6pccyoEc/nkVWBV9JpuPl4W6ndpGllwAk5BEZjgGtTBA2gAC2DwAt7AB/jUXrV3baJ9zUczWuo5Bn9K+/kFM7WcDw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="zw6iCdiNEsuh25Gvt8zJJ86GSBQ=">AAACI3icbVBdSwJBFJ21L7Mvq8dehiRQo2VXipQIpF56NGhV0EVmx1kdnP1gZjaQZX9ML/2VXnoo6aWH/kuj7oNpFwbOPece7tzjhIwKaRjfWmZtfWNzK7ud29nd2z/IHx41RRBxTCwcsIC3HSQIoz6xJJWMtENOkOcw0nJG91O99Uy4oIH/JMchsT008KlLMZKK6uVvGo0mvIVdlyMcG3q1XDQvDL1SShYbeA5nqFoqG7pxlSiDodeqvXxBtbOCq8BMQQGk1ejlJ91+gCOP+BIzJETHNEJpx4hLihlJct1IkBDhERqQjoI+8oiw49mRCTxTTB+6AVfPl3DGLjpi5Akx9hw16SE5FMvalPxP60TSrdox9cNIEh/PF7kRgzKA08Rgn3KCJRsrgDCn6q8QD5HKS6pccyoEc/nkVWBV9JpuPl4W6ndpGllwAk5BEZjgGtTBA2gAC2DwAt7AB/jUXrV3baJ9zUczWuo5Bn9K+/kFM7WcDw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="zw6iCdiNEsuh25Gvt8zJJ86GSBQ=">AAACI3icbVBdSwJBFJ21L7Mvq8dehiRQo2VXipQIpF56NGhV0EVmx1kdnP1gZjaQZX9ML/2VXnoo6aWH/kuj7oNpFwbOPece7tzjhIwKaRjfWmZtfWNzK7ud29nd2z/IHx41RRBxTCwcsIC3HSQIoz6xJJWMtENOkOcw0nJG91O99Uy4oIH/JMchsT008KlLMZKK6uVvGo0mvIVdlyMcG3q1XDQvDL1SShYbeA5nqFoqG7pxlSiDodeqvXxBtbOCq8BMQQGk1ejlJ91+gCOP+BIzJETHNEJpx4hLihlJct1IkBDhERqQjoI+8oiw49mRCTxTTB+6AVfPl3DGLjpi5Akx9hw16SE5FMvalPxP60TSrdox9cNIEh/PF7kRgzKA08Rgn3KCJRsrgDCn6q8QD5HKS6pccyoEc/nkVWBV9JpuPl4W6ndpGllwAk5BEZjgGtTBA2gAC2DwAt7AB/jUXrV3baJ9zUczWuo5Bn9K+/kFM7WcDw==</latexit>

If most hypotheses are true, then is the science interesting?



PPV =
pTrue ⇤ (1� �)

pTrue ⇤ (1� �) + (1� pTrue) ⇤ ↵
<latexit sha1_base64="EnSgmG/84jIS3MCmxvSeNSlVBNQ=">AAACKXicbZDJSgNBEIZ73I1b1KOXxiC4YJgRQT0ILhePEYwJZEKo6dQkTXoWunuEMMzzePFVvOTgdvVF7Exy0MQfGn6+qqK6fi8WXGnb/rRmZufmFxaXlgsrq2vrG8XNrUcVJZJhlUUiknUPFAoeYlVzLbAeS4TAE1jzerfDeu0JpeJR+KD7MTYD6ITc5wy0Qa3idaXySC+p60tgafwgEzzcd45dDzUcZJOAHlHjc3hw6IKIu0CzVrFkl+1cdNo4Y1MiY1VaxYHbjlgSYKiZAKUajh3rZgpScyYwK7iJwhhYDzrYMDaEAFUzzU/N6J4hbepH0rxQ05z+nkghUKofeKYzAN1Vk7Uh/K/WSLR/3kx5GCcaQzZa5CeC6ogOc6NtLpFp0TcGmOTmr5R1waSmTboFE4IzefK0qZ6UL8rO/Wnp6macxhLZIbtknzjkjFyRO1IhVcLIM3klb+TderEG1of1NWqdscYz2+SPrO8ftbGj/A==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="EnSgmG/84jIS3MCmxvSeNSlVBNQ=">AAACKXicbZDJSgNBEIZ73I1b1KOXxiC4YJgRQT0ILhePEYwJZEKo6dQkTXoWunuEMMzzePFVvOTgdvVF7Exy0MQfGn6+qqK6fi8WXGnb/rRmZufmFxaXlgsrq2vrG8XNrUcVJZJhlUUiknUPFAoeYlVzLbAeS4TAE1jzerfDeu0JpeJR+KD7MTYD6ITc5wy0Qa3idaXySC+p60tgafwgEzzcd45dDzUcZJOAHlHjc3hw6IKIu0CzVrFkl+1cdNo4Y1MiY1VaxYHbjlgSYKiZAKUajh3rZgpScyYwK7iJwhhYDzrYMDaEAFUzzU/N6J4hbepH0rxQ05z+nkghUKofeKYzAN1Vk7Uh/K/WSLR/3kx5GCcaQzZa5CeC6ogOc6NtLpFp0TcGmOTmr5R1waSmTboFE4IzefK0qZ6UL8rO/Wnp6macxhLZIbtknzjkjFyRO1IhVcLIM3klb+TderEG1of1NWqdscYz2+SPrO8ftbGj/A==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="EnSgmG/84jIS3MCmxvSeNSlVBNQ=">AAACKXicbZDJSgNBEIZ73I1b1KOXxiC4YJgRQT0ILhePEYwJZEKo6dQkTXoWunuEMMzzePFVvOTgdvVF7Exy0MQfGn6+qqK6fi8WXGnb/rRmZufmFxaXlgsrq2vrG8XNrUcVJZJhlUUiknUPFAoeYlVzLbAeS4TAE1jzerfDeu0JpeJR+KD7MTYD6ITc5wy0Qa3idaXySC+p60tgafwgEzzcd45dDzUcZJOAHlHjc3hw6IKIu0CzVrFkl+1cdNo4Y1MiY1VaxYHbjlgSYKiZAKUajh3rZgpScyYwK7iJwhhYDzrYMDaEAFUzzU/N6J4hbepH0rxQ05z+nkghUKofeKYzAN1Vk7Uh/K/WSLR/3kx5GCcaQzZa5CeC6ogOc6NtLpFp0TcGmOTmr5R1waSmTboFE4IzefK0qZ6UL8rO/Wnp6macxhLZIbtknzjkjFyRO1IhVcLIM3klb+TderEG1of1NWqdscYz2+SPrO8ftbGj/A==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="EnSgmG/84jIS3MCmxvSeNSlVBNQ=">AAACKXicbZDJSgNBEIZ73I1b1KOXxiC4YJgRQT0ILhePEYwJZEKo6dQkTXoWunuEMMzzePFVvOTgdvVF7Exy0MQfGn6+qqK6fi8WXGnb/rRmZufmFxaXlgsrq2vrG8XNrUcVJZJhlUUiknUPFAoeYlVzLbAeS4TAE1jzerfDeu0JpeJR+KD7MTYD6ITc5wy0Qa3idaXySC+p60tgafwgEzzcd45dDzUcZJOAHlHjc3hw6IKIu0CzVrFkl+1cdNo4Y1MiY1VaxYHbjlgSYKiZAKUajh3rZgpScyYwK7iJwhhYDzrYMDaEAFUzzU/N6J4hbepH0rxQ05z+nkghUKofeKYzAN1Vk7Uh/K/WSLR/3kx5GCcaQzZa5CeC6ogOc6NtLpFp0TcGmOTmr5R1waSmTboFE4IzefK0qZ6UL8rO/Wnp6macxhLZIbtknzjkjFyRO1IhVcLIM3klb+TderEG1of1NWqdscYz2+SPrO8ftbGj/A==</latexit>

Now take a field where most of the hypotheses being 
tested are false (pTrue=0.1), and where the study is 

poorly powered (𝛃=0.8) with the standard alpha of 0.05

PPV =
0.1 ⇤ (1� 0.8)

0.1 ⇤ (1� 0.8) + (1� 0.1) ⇤ 0.05 = 0.307
<latexit sha1_base64="Gux+bJTZP9oWyAFIrkPIF7porNo=">AAACJHicbVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqks3wSK0FYeMD1pBoejG5Qj2AW0pmTTThmYeJBmhDP0ZN/6KGxdWXLjxW0ynXdTWC4Fzz7mHm3uckDOpEPo2Uiura+sb6c3M1vbO7l52/6Amg0gQWiUBD0TDwZJy5tOqYorTRigo9hxO687gfqLXn6mQLPCf1DCkbQ/3fOYygpWmOtkb267BW9hyBSYxMq1i3jpDZrkwmm/gKUyQVSgiE12NtAGZF6jUyeZ0nxRcBtYM5MCs7E523OoGJPKorwjHUjYtFKp2jIVihNNRphVJGmIywD3a1NDHHpXtOLlyBE8004VuIPTzFUzYeUeMPSmHnqMnPaz6clGbkP9pzUi55XbM/DBS1CfTRW7EoQrgJDLYZYISxYcaYCKY/iskfawDUzrYjA7BWjx5GVTPzWvTerzMVe5maaTBETgGeWCBEqiAB2CDKiDgBbyBDzA2Xo1349P4mo6mjJnnEPwp4+cXla+cOQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Gux+bJTZP9oWyAFIrkPIF7porNo=">AAACJHicbVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqks3wSK0FYeMD1pBoejG5Qj2AW0pmTTThmYeJBmhDP0ZN/6KGxdWXLjxW0ynXdTWC4Fzz7mHm3uckDOpEPo2Uiura+sb6c3M1vbO7l52/6Amg0gQWiUBD0TDwZJy5tOqYorTRigo9hxO687gfqLXn6mQLPCf1DCkbQ/3fOYygpWmOtkb267BW9hyBSYxMq1i3jpDZrkwmm/gKUyQVSgiE12NtAGZF6jUyeZ0nxRcBtYM5MCs7E523OoGJPKorwjHUjYtFKp2jIVihNNRphVJGmIywD3a1NDHHpXtOLlyBE8004VuIPTzFUzYeUeMPSmHnqMnPaz6clGbkP9pzUi55XbM/DBS1CfTRW7EoQrgJDLYZYISxYcaYCKY/iskfawDUzrYjA7BWjx5GVTPzWvTerzMVe5maaTBETgGeWCBEqiAB2CDKiDgBbyBDzA2Xo1349P4mo6mjJnnEPwp4+cXla+cOQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Gux+bJTZP9oWyAFIrkPIF7porNo=">AAACJHicbVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqks3wSK0FYeMD1pBoejG5Qj2AW0pmTTThmYeJBmhDP0ZN/6KGxdWXLjxW0ynXdTWC4Fzz7mHm3uckDOpEPo2Uiura+sb6c3M1vbO7l52/6Amg0gQWiUBD0TDwZJy5tOqYorTRigo9hxO687gfqLXn6mQLPCf1DCkbQ/3fOYygpWmOtkb267BW9hyBSYxMq1i3jpDZrkwmm/gKUyQVSgiE12NtAGZF6jUyeZ0nxRcBtYM5MCs7E523OoGJPKorwjHUjYtFKp2jIVihNNRphVJGmIywD3a1NDHHpXtOLlyBE8004VuIPTzFUzYeUeMPSmHnqMnPaz6clGbkP9pzUi55XbM/DBS1CfTRW7EoQrgJDLYZYISxYcaYCKY/iskfawDUzrYjA7BWjx5GVTPzWvTerzMVe5maaTBETgGeWCBEqiAB2CDKiDgBbyBDzA2Xo1349P4mo6mjJnnEPwp4+cXla+cOQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Gux+bJTZP9oWyAFIrkPIF7porNo=">AAACJHicbVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqks3wSK0FYeMD1pBoejG5Qj2AW0pmTTThmYeJBmhDP0ZN/6KGxdWXLjxW0ynXdTWC4Fzz7mHm3uckDOpEPo2Uiura+sb6c3M1vbO7l52/6Amg0gQWiUBD0TDwZJy5tOqYorTRigo9hxO687gfqLXn6mQLPCf1DCkbQ/3fOYygpWmOtkb267BW9hyBSYxMq1i3jpDZrkwmm/gKUyQVSgiE12NtAGZF6jUyeZ0nxRcBtYM5MCs7E523OoGJPKorwjHUjYtFKp2jIVihNNRphVJGmIywD3a1NDHHpXtOLlyBE8004VuIPTzFUzYeUeMPSmHnqMnPaz6clGbkP9pzUi55XbM/DBS1CfTRW7EoQrgJDLYZYISxYcaYCKY/iskfawDUzrYjA7BWjx5GVTPzWvTerzMVe5maaTBETgGeWCBEqiAB2CDKiDgBbyBDzA2Xo1349P4mo6mjJnnEPwp4+cXla+cOQ==</latexit>

In such a field, only 1/3 of statistically significant 
results would actually be true!



–Johnny Appleseed

“Type a quote here.”

see notebook for simulation
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FIGURE 1. Average statistical power from 44 reviews of papers pub-
lished in journals in the social and behavioral sciences between 1960
and 2011. Data are power to detect small effect sizes (d = 0.2), as-
suming a false positive rate of a = 0.05, and indicate both very low
power (mean = 0.24) but also no increase over time (R2 = 0.00097).

methods achieve broader scientific goals will have a competitive edge, by crowd-

ing out alternative traditions in the job market and limited journal space. Vankov

et al. provide some evidence for this among psychologists: Widespread misun-

derstandings of power and other statistical issues. What these misunderstandings

have in common is that they all seem to share the design feature of making positive

results—true or false—more likely. Misunderstandings that hurt careers are much

less commonplace.

Reality is probably a mix of these explanations, with some individuals and groups

exhibiting more of one than the other. Our working assumption is that most

researchers have internalized scientific norms of honest conduct and are trying

their best to reveal true explanations of important phenomena. However, the evi-

dence available is really insufficient. Analyses of data in evolutionary and histori-

cal investigations are limited in their ability infer dynamical processes (Smaldino,

Calanchini & Pickett, 2015), particularly when those data are sparse, as with inves-

tigations of scientific practices. To really investigate such a population dynamic

hypothesis, we need a more rigorous demonstration of its logic.

Smaldino & McElreath, 2016, https://arxiv.org/abs/1605.09511

Statistical power remains low in many areas of science



The winner’s curse: How the size of estimated 
effects is inflated by NHST

• In economics: 
• For certain types of auctions (where the value is the 

same for everyone, like a jar of quarters, and the bids 
are private), the winner almost always pays more than 
the good is worth 

• In statistics: 
• The effect size estimated from significant results (i.e. 

the winners) is almost always an overestimate of the 
true effect size



True effect size: 0.2 
Mean effect size of significant effects: 0.33



A new career in academia can be a 
challenge. While academia's formal 
rules are published in faculty 
handbooks, its implicit rules are often 
difficult to discern. Like the first 
edition, this new and expanded 
volume of The Compleat Academic is 
filled with practical and valuable 
advice to help new academics set 
the best course for a lasting and 
vibrant career.

https://www.apa.org/pubs/books/4316014.aspx



Career advice from Daryl J. Bem

http://neuroanatody.com/2017/11/oxford-reproducibility-lectures-dorothy-bishop/

HARKing

p-hacking



HARKing

• “Hypothesizing after the results are known” (Kerr, 1988) 
• Why is this a problem? 

• It can turn Type I errors into theory 
• A post-hoc conclusion gets re-framed as an a priori 

hypothesis 
• a theory that is re-written to fit the facts is not a very 

powerful theory! 
• It becomes impossible to disconfirm bad ideas



“P-hacking”

• Doing many analyses and only reporting those that achieve 
p<.05 

• Ways to P-hack 
• Analyze data after every subject, and stop collecting data 

once p<.05 
• Analyze many different variables, but only report those with 

p<.05 
• Collect many different experimental conditions, but only 

report those with p<.05 
• Exclude participants to get p<.05 
• Transform the data to get p<.05

https://www.bitss.org/wp-content/uploads/2015/12/False-Positives-p-Hacking-Statistical-Power-and-Evidential-Value-Leif-Nelson.pdf
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pay. The researcher can test whether the manipulation affected 
liking, whether the manipulation affected willingness to pay, 
and whether the manipulation affected a combination of these 
two variables. The likelihood that one of these tests produces 
a significant result is at least somewhat higher than .05. We 
conducted 15,000 simulations of this scenario (and other sce-
narios) to estimate the size of “somewhat.”2

We report the results of our simulations in Table 1. The  
first row shows that flexibility in analyzing two dependent 
variables (correlated at r = .50) nearly doubles the probability 
of obtaining a false-positive finding.3

The second row of Table 1 shows the results of a researcher 
who collects 20 observations per condition and then tests for 
significance. If the result is significant, the researcher stops 
collecting data and reports the result. If the result is nonsignifi-
cant, the researcher collects 10 additional observations per 
condition, and then again tests for significance. This seem-
ingly small degree of freedom increases the false-positive rate 
by approximately 50%.

The third row of Table 1 shows the effect of flexibility in 
controlling for gender or for an interaction between gender 
and the independent variable.4 Such flexibility leads to a false-
positive rate of 11.7%. The fourth row of Table 1 shows that 
running three conditions (e.g., low, medium, high) and report-
ing the results for any two or all three (e.g., low vs. medium, 
low vs. high, medium vs. high, low vs. medium vs. high) gen-
erates a false-positive rate of 12.6%.

The bottom three rows of Table 1 show results for combi-
nations of the situations described in the top four rows, with 
the bottom row reporting the false-positive rate if the 
researcher uses all of these degrees of freedom, a practice 
that would lead to a stunning 61% false-positive rate! A 
researcher is more likely than not to falsely detect a signifi-
cant effect by just using these four common researcher 
degrees of freedom.

As high as these estimates are, they may actually be conser-
vative. We did not consider many other degrees of freedom 
that researchers commonly use, including testing and choos-
ing among more than two dependent variables (and the various 
ways to combine them), testing and choosing among more 
than one covariate (and the various ways to combine them), 
excluding subsets of participants or trials, flexibility in decid-
ing whether early data were part of a pilot study or part of the 
experiment proper, and so on.

A closer look at flexibility in sample size
Researchers often decide when to stop data collection on the 
basis of interim data analysis. Notably, a recent survey of 
behavioral scientists found that approximately 70% admitted 
to having done so (John, Loewenstein, & Prelec, 2011). In 
conversations with colleagues, we have learned that many 
believe this practice exerts no more than a trivial influence on 
false-positive rates.

Table 1. Likelihood of Obtaining a False-Positive Result

Significance level

Researcher degrees of freedom p < .1 p < .05 p < .01

Situation A: two dependent variables (r = .50) 17.8% 9.5% 2.2%
Situation B: addition of 10 more observations 

per cell
14.5% 7.7% 1.6%

Situation C: controlling for gender or interaction 
of gender with treatment

21.6% 11.7% 2.7%

Situation D: dropping (or not dropping) one of 
three conditions

23.2% 12.6% 2.8%

Combine Situations A and B 26.0% 14.4% 3.3%
Combine Situations A, B, and C 50.9% 30.9% 8.4%
Combine Situations A, B, C, and D 81.5% 60.7% 21.5%

Note: The table reports the percentage of 15,000 simulated samples in which at least one of a 
set of analyses was significant. Observations were drawn independently from a normal distribu-
tion. Baseline is a two-condition design with 20 observations per cell. Results for Situation A were 
obtained by conducting three t tests, one on each of two dependent variables and a third on the 
average of these two variables. Results for Situation B were obtained by conducting one t test after 
collecting 20 observations per cell and another after collecting an additional 10 observations per 
cell. Results for Situation C were obtained by conducting a t test, an analysis of covariance with a 
gender main effect, and an analysis of covariance with a gender interaction (each observation was 
assigned a 50% probability of being female). We report a significant effect if the effect of condition 
was significant in any of these analyses or if the Gender × Condition interaction was significant. 
Results for Situation D were obtained by conducting t tests for each of the three possible pairings 
of conditions and an ordinary least squares regression for the linear trend of all three conditions 
(coding: low =  –1, medium = 0, high = 1).
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Anything can become significant via p-hacking



Exercise

• Go to: 
• https://projects.fivethirtyeight.com/p-hacking/ 

• If your last name starts with A-L: 
• Find evidence that the U.S. economy is better when 

Republicans are in office. 
• If your last name starts with M-Z: 

• Find evidence that the U.S. economy is better when 
Democrats are in office. 

• Raise your hand once you have a significant effect

https://projects.fivethirtyeight.com/p-hacking/


Guest Lecture: Rob Tibshirani


